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On the Stability of a Class of Nonlinear Stochastic Systems* 
N. U. AHMED AND K. L. TEO 
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Ottawa 
Ottawa, Ont. KIN 6N5, Canada 
In this paper we consider the questions of stability of systems described by 
stochastic nonlinear Volterra integral equations. Particularly the following 
types of stability are treated in great detail: 
(i) stability in the mean m(m > 1); 
(ii) almost sure L,(p > 1) stability. 
In Section 2 we consider the existence and uniqueness of solution of the 
system in a sufficiently general Banach space C,,“’ (Definition 2.1) and the results 
are then used to establish the stability of the system in the mean m(m > 1). 
For illustration, the results of Section 2 are used to study the stability of 
a distributed parameter system with random boundary condition. Furthermore, 
an example of a feedback control system containing a nonlinear amplifier with 
random gain is considered in detail. 
In Section 3 the question of existence of a solution of the system in the 
&,(p > 1) spaces for almost all w E Q is considered. This gives us the almost 
sure L,(p > 1) stability. 
For illustration, an example is presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In general, the concepts of stochastic stability can be derived by a combina- 
tion of the concepts of deterministic Lyapunov stability and the various 
modes of convergence found in measure theory. The following modes of 
convergence are well known in measure theory: (i) uniform convergence; 
(ii) almost uniform convergence; (iii) convergence almost everywhere 
(almost surely); (iv) convergence in the mean m(m > 1) and; (v) conver- 
gence in measure (in probability). It is clear that one has at least five times as 
many concepts of stochastic stability as there are in the deterministic case. 
* This work was supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada 
under Grant No. A-7109. 
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For illustration, a systematic account of various forms of stochastic stability 
are presented in Table I (see p. 277). 
It is interesting to note (see table) that the concepts of stability for stochastic 
systems appearing in column p are those which are closest to those for 
deterministic systems. This is due to the fact that they are independent of 
the sample paths as implied by the uniform convergence. 
In this paper we have only considered the following types of stability: 
(i) stability in the mean m(m > 1) (010, Table I; Definition 2.4), 
(ii) almost sure L,(R,) (p > 1) stability (@, Table I; Definition 3.1). 
Furthermore, a new stability concept for stochastic systems has been intro- 
duced as stated in definition 2.3. From these, we derive the results on stability 
in the mean m(m > 1). 
To study the other concepts of stability for stochastic systems, one can 
construct their corresponding definitions as given in Ahmed and Teo (1971), 
Kozin (1969), and Teo (1971). 
Tsokos (1969) proved the existence and uniqueness of solution of a specific 
class of stochastic Volterra integral equations of the form 
w, : x(t; w) = h(t; w) + j; K(t, 7; W)f(T, x(7; w)) dT, t>O 
in the B-space C(R, ,L,(Q, /3, p)) (Definition 2.2 with m = 2). 
However, in many practical situations the nonlinear no-memory part of the 
system S (Section 2) is a stochastic operator rather than a deterministic one 
(as given in this paper, Examples 2.1, 2.2, Section 2). Further, in telephone 
traffic the instantaneous calling rate is in practice a random process. If this 
fact is taken into account then the integral equation describing the system 
(Tsokos, 1971, Section 2.3, pp. 31-34) will also present a desired example. 
Moreover, the system S may have a solution in some B-spaces 
(Definition 2.1) but not in the B-space C(R, , L,(Q, /3, p)) (Definition 2.2 with 
m = 2). Therefore, in this paper we have considered system S containing 
stochastic nonlinear operator f and the stability of the corresponding system 
in the B-space C&R, , L,(Q, /3, p)) m 3 1. 
Recently, one of the present authors used in his papers (Ahmed, 1971) 
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Schauder’s fixed-point theorem to establish the L, (p >, 1) stability of a class 
of nonlinear deterministic feedback systems described by 
x(t) = u(t) - X St K(t, T)~(T, X(T)) dT 
w,: 
0 
Y(t) = j-” K(t, T>~(T, x(T)> dT. 
0 
In Section 3 of this paper the authors have extended these results to the 
almost sure L, (p 3 1) stability (Definition 3.1) of the generalized stochastic 
system S. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION 
In this section we consider the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
of a class of nonlinear stochastic integral equations of Volterra type of the form 
s: x(t; w) = h(t; w) + x 1: K(t, T; w)~(T, ~(7; co), w) dT, t E R,A[O, CO), 
(i) w E Q, 52 being the supporting set of the probability space (Q, /3, p) 
induced jointly by the random processes h, K andf; 
(ii) x : R. @ L2 -+ R is the unknown random process, where the 
notation @ is used to denote the Cartesian product; 
(iii) h : R, @ Q -+ R is the stochastic free term; 
(iv) K : R, @ R, @ Sz -+ R is the stochastic kernel; 
(v) f : R, @ R @ $2 + R is a random function; 
(vi) h is a real-valued constant. 
It may be mentioned that a large class of stochastic ordinary differential 
equations as well as stochastic partial differential equations can be transformed 
into a stochastic integral equation of the form S. Further, a large class of 
stochastic feedback control systems also can be represented by an integral 
equation S. 
It is assumed in this section that (i) the stochastic kernel K(t, 7; w) is a 
measurable function defined on d @ 0, where d&(t, T) : 0 < 7 < t < co}, 
and (ii) f (t, z, W) is a measurable function on R, @ D for every fixed 
z E Rd(- 00, ox). 
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For the proof of the existence and uniqueness of solution of the system S, 
we need the following preparation: 
DEFINITION 2.1. C,m~ C,(R, , L&2, /I, p)) denotes the Banach space of 
all measurable functions x from R, into L,(Q, p, p) (m > 1) so that 
where q(t) is a positive continuous function on R, and 
The norm in the space C’,” is defined by 
Remark. It can be verified that for any positive continuous function q 
and for any m > 1, C,” is a Banach space. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose there exist a positive continuous function q on R, , 
a nonnegative measurable function g on R, , a nonnegative P-measurable function 
A,(w) on Q and a number 01 > 0 so that the function f appearing in the definition 
of the system S satis$es the following properties: 
-I’;ptjw) Inl d&j’;” < co (m 3 1); 
(ii) for all x, y E R and for all t E R, 
q(t) I f(4 x, w> - f (4 Y, w>l < A,(w)&) I * - Y I; 
(iii) ,LL{W E G’ : A,(w) > a} = 0. Then for every x E Cum, 
and for every t E R, 
Ilf k x(t; w), 4g;;(t, Yei w), WIlm < o1 II 4t; w> - Y(C w)ll, 
4(t) 
Proof. The proof follows from the well-known Minkowski’s inequality. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let (R, , A, M) be a Lebesgue measure space; let x(t; W) be 
a measurable function of t E R, with values in the Banach space L,(Q, /3, ,u) 
(m 3 1); and Zet 11 x(t; w)]/, be locally M-integrable. Then 
Is x(t; co) dt I s < II x(c ~)llm dt for every B E A. B ?n B 
Proof. (Yosida, 1965, pp. 133, Theorem I, Corollary 1). 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider the system S and suppose there exist a positive 
continuous function q on R, and a non-negative measurable function g on R, 
and a number H > 0 so that 
A, : h E Cgm; 
A K : i’ t II wt, 7; w>lim g(T) dT < f&At) 0 
for every (t, T) E&!((t, T); 0 < 7 < t -=C co}; 
and that f satisjies the hypotheses (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.1 and suppose that 
1 h I olH < 1. Then the system S has a unique solution x E Cqm. 
Proof. Let us define an operator u on the B-space CQm by 
(u x) (t; w) = h(t; w) + h j,: K( t, T, w) f (T, X(T; CO), W) d7 for t E R, , (2.1) 
wEOandhECQm. 
We show that the operator u : C,m + C,” and that it is a contraction. 
Using Minkowski’s inequality it follows from Lemma 2.2 that for any 
finite t, 
‘1 u x(t; w> /I G II h(t; w)ll, + I h I y j: II K(t, 7, ~)llmg(T) dr, (2.2) 
m 
where 
y4 sup 
Ij ! =Ro sz 
f @, x;($? w) Ini dp(w)\l’m 
Since jsatisfies the properties (i)-( iii o ) f 1 emma 2.1, it follows from that lemma 
that y < co. Thus by use of the assumption A, we have for t E R, 
11 U x(t; w) I[_ < II h(t; wNn + I X I rfMt). (2.3) 
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Therefore, 
(2.4) 
where, by hypothesis Ah , the first term on the right hand side of the inequality 
(2.4) is finite and 1 X jy H is also finite. Thus U x E C’,% for every x E Cam. 
Therefore, U : CQm -+ Cgm. 
For the proof of the contraction property, let us consider x, y E C,“. Then 
for any t < 00 it follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
< I A I j” II qt, 7, w>llaI llf(T, +; w), a> -f(r, y(7; w), w)llm dT. (2.5) 
0 
Clearly 
~~(UdJY)(t;~)II nl 
f(T, 46 w>, w) -f(T, Y(T W>> a) 
m II - g(T) dT- 112 
(2-f-9 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that for every x, y E C,” 
sup f(4 x(t ;  WI, w )  -  f ( f ,  Yk w), w) 
II /I 
< o1 sup x(t; co) - y(t; u) 
teR,, g(t) nz teRO P(t) /I m - 
Therefore, 
and consequently, 
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I.e., 
Since by hypothesis 1 X / CLH < 1, the inequality (2.9) shows that (J is a 
contraction, Therefore by Banach fixed point theorem (Hu, 1967, pp. 190) 
there exists one and only one solution of the system 5’ in C,%. 
Before we present certain special cases of Theorem 2.1 we need the follow- 
ing definition. 
DEFINITION 2.2. C?LJC(&, ,L,(Q, ,8, p)) denotes the Banach space of all 
measurable functions x from R, into L&J, p, p) (m 3 1) so that 
The norm in the space Cm is defined by 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. Consider the random integral equation S and suppose 
that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold with q(t) = 1. Then there exists a 
unique solution x E: C”. 
Proof. In the case q(t) ZE 1, the B-space C,” coincides with the B-space 
Cm. Thus the proof follows from that of theorem 2.1. 
Remark. For m = 2 and f (t, x, w) E f(t, x) (i.e. when f is a fixed real- 
valued function defined on R, @ R) the result of Corollary 2.1.1 is equivalent 
to that of Theorem 3.2 (Tsokos, 1969). 
COROLLARY 2.1.2. Consider the random integral equation S and suppose 
that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold with g(t) E 1. Then there exists a 
unique solution x E Cam. 
COROLLARY 2.1.3. Consider the random integral equation S and suppose 
that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold with g(t) = 1 and q(t) z 1. Then 
there exists a unique solution x E Cm. 
Remark. For m = 2 and f (t, x, U) = f (t, x) the result of Corollary 2.1.3 
is equivalent to that of Corollary 3.2.1 (Tsokos, 1969). 
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THEOREM 2.2. Consider the system S and suppose there exist a number 
H > 0 and a positive continuous function q on R, so that 
A, : for every t E R, , II K(t, 7; w)llm < H . q(t) fey all T E LO, tl, 
and, A, : h E Cgm. 
Furthermore, suppose that the function f satis$es the hypotheses (i)-(iii) of 
Lemma 2.1. Then, if the function g appearing in the Lemma 2.1 belongs to L,(R,) 
and h is such that 1 A 1 olH Jy g(t) dt < 1, the system S has a unique solution 
x E c,m. 
Proof. This proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. Consider the system S and suppose that all of the 
hypotheses of the theorem 2.2 hold with q(t) = 1. Then- there exists a unique 
solution x E Cm. 
Remark. For m = 2 and f (t, x, W) = f (t, x) the result of Corollary 2.2.1 
is equivalent to that of Corollary 3.2.2 (Tsokos, 1969). 
THEOREM 2.3. Consider the system S and suppose there exist two positive 
numbers H and 6 so that fey every (t, T) E A, /j K(t, T; w)iim < H . e--6(t--7) and; 
h E Cm. MoTeover, if the function f satisfies the hypotheses (i)-(iii) of Lemma 2.1 
with q(t) = 1 and the function g appearing in the Lemma 2.1 is bounded almost 
everywhere on R, , then the system S has a unique solution x E Cm if 1 h 1 01 is 
su.ciently small. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that given for theorem 2.1. 
In order to study the questions of stability of the system S, we need the 
following definitions: 
DEFINITION 2.3. The system S is said to be stable in the sense of 
C,mdC,(RO , L,(Q, /3, p)) (m 3 1) if the solution x E CQm, whenever the 
stochastic free term h E C,“. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The system S is said to be stable in the mean m(m > 1) 
if the solution x E Cm, whenever the stochastic free term h E Cm. 
It is clear that the system S is stable in the mean m(m 3 1) if it has a 
solution x E Cgm with q(t) being any positive bounded continuous function. 
Note that it is not essential that q(t) = 1. 
In the rest of this section we generalize the main result of Tsokos (1969). 
In his main theorem, Tsokos considered the existence and uniqueness of 
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solution of the system S in the B-space D contained in a locally convex 
topological space G2C]G(Ro , L,(Q, ,& p)) under the assumption that the 
nonlinear operator f is deterministic. We consider the existence and unique- 
ness of solution of the system S in a B-space D C G(R, , L,(Q, /3, p)) m > 1 
without requiring f to be deterministic. Before we discuss this generalized 
result we need the following preparation. 
DEFINITION 2.5. G”LJG(R,, , L,(Q, p, p)) denotes the space of all con- 
tinuous functions x from Ra into L,(Q, & cl) (m 3 1) with the topology of 
uniform convergence on every finite interval [0, T] for T > 0. This topology 
is defined by a family of seminorms {IV,} in which 
Equipped with this family of seminorms the space Gm becomes a locally 
convex linear topological space (Yoshida, 1965, pp. 24-26). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let T be a continuous linear operator from Gm (m > 1) into 
itself. Suppose that B and D are Banach spaces such that B, D C Gm and that 
TB C D. Then T is a continuous linear operator from B to D. 
The lemma follows easily from the closed-graph theorem (Yosida, 1965, 
PP. 79). 
Remark. Since the continuity of the linear operator T implies its bounded- 
ness, we can find a constant L > 0 such that 
II TX IID G L II x IIB .
THEOREM 2.4. Consider the system S and suppose that the following 
conditions are satisjied: (i) the stochastic kernel K(t, r; W) is an essentially 
boundedp-measurablefunction on .Qfor every (t, T) E AA{(t, 7): 0 < r < t < co}, 
(ii) B and D are Banach spaces such that B, D C Gm and that TB C D, where T 
is de$ned by 
(Tu)(t; W) = 11 K(t, 7; W) ~(7; W) dr for u E B, 
and (iii) fU : x(t; W) +f(t, x(t; w), W) is an operator on D with values in B, 
and satisfies the following Lipschitx condition 
Ilf (6 x@; WI> WI - f (4 Y(C w), W)//B < a! II x(t; w) - y(t; W)llD 
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for every x, y E D. Then the system S has a unique solution x E D for every h E D 
and every X such that 1 X / olL < 1, where L is the norm of the operator T. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that given for the main theorem (Tsokos, 
1969, Theorem 3.1). 
Illustrative Examples 
For illustration, two examples are presented below. Example 2.1 illustrates 
stability in the sense of C,” (m > 1) and Example 2.2 illustrates stability in 
the mean m(m > 1). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the one-dimensional heat-conduction in a semi- 
infinite medium governed by the equation (Anselone, 1964, pp. 235-236) 
L(a2x,/@) = (&&/at), O<l<co, t>o, (2.10) 
T: 
%(Z, 0) = 0, O<l<co, (2.11) 
ax, 
al &=O = --G& x,), for t > 0, 
where 
L = thermal diffusion coefficient of the solid, 
x, = temperature of the surface of the body measured from absolute 
zero, 
&,/al = thermal gradient at the surface, evaluated in the direction of 
the interior normal of the solid. 
G,(t, X) is assumed to be a measurable function on Sz @ R, for every 
fixed x E R, where Q is the supporting set of the probability space (Q, p, p) 
induced by the random boundary condition (2.12). It is a standard result that 
the solution of (2.10) satisfying the initial condition (2.11) and the boundary 
condition (2.12) is given by 
s t G&9 %(O, 4) e-p/4L(t--7) & (2.13) #J (t - 7y2 
Hence x,(Z, t) is known for all values of Z and t if x,(0, t) is known. A non- 
linear random integral equation for x,(0, t) is obtained by setting Z = 0 in 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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Suppose that the random function G,(t, x) satisfies the following conditions: 
t 
so th! h 
ere exists a ,&measurable function U(U) independent of x, y e R 
I G& 4 - Gw(t, Y)I d I +J)I I x - Y I for all TV R, (2.15) 
(ii) there exist 0 < OL < co and b > 0 so that ~{w: 1 a(w)/ > a> = 0 
and that II G,AO, t)llcqm < co with q(t) = ebt, t 3 0. 
Then it is easily verified that all of the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied; thus it follows from that theorem that Eq. (2.14) has a unique 
solution x,(0, t) E C, m. if (~/d~b < 1. Therefore, it follows from the expres- 
sion (2.13) and the conditions (i) and (ii) that the system T also has a unique 
random solution x,(Z, t) E CQm for every 1 E [0, a) if LX/ dL7 < 1. 
Remark. It interesting to note that for the example under consideration 
we can prove the existence and uniqueness of solution of the system T in Cum 
for only an appropriate class of positive continuous functions 4 on R,, . It will 
be useful to find out the largest set D C C(R,) so that the system T has a 
unique solution x E Cqm for q E D. 
FIG. 1. A time-varying system. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider a simple example of a time-varying system 
(Fig. 1). Suppose that the zero-memory nonlinear element f is an amplifier 
with random gain which can degenerate into a relay, (in this example, 
f(t, x, w) is represented by the principal part of tan-l[a(w) * x]) and that the 
stochastic kernel K is of the form 
jqt, T; w) = 1) [e-t+) - e-b(w)(t-T)] for O<T<~<CD 
= 0 elsewhere. 
Moreover, we assume that h E Cm (that is, supt2,,(& I h(t, w)]llz d~)l/~ < co), 
and that X is a sufficiently small real number. 
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The random variable a(w) is assumed to be an essentially bounded 
p-measurable function, and the random variable b is assumed to have the 
following uniform probability density function: 
P,(Y) = 1 for all y E [I, 21, 
Pb(Y) = 0 for Y cf [l, 21. 
(2.16) 
Using the mean-value theorem the random function f has the following 
property: 
1 tan-l[a(w) . X] - tan-l[a(w) . y][ < 1 a(w)1 . 1 x - y 1 (2.17) 
for all x, y E R, where U(W) is as described above. 
It can be verified that all the hypotheses of corollary (2.1.3) holds, thus it 
follows from that corollary that the system under consideration has a unique 
solution x E Cm. Therefore, by Definition 2.4, the system is stable in the 
mean m(m > 1). 
3. ALMOST SURE L,(p > 1) STABILITY 
In this section we consider the question of almost sure L,(p 3 1) stability 
of the same system as considered in the previous section. 
It is assumed in this section that (i) the kernel K(t, T; W) is a measurable 
function on d @ L?, where &{(t, T) : 0 < 7 < t < co} and Q is the 
supporting set of the probability space (Q, /3, II) as defined before, and (ii) the 
function f(t, z, W) is a measurable function on R, @ r;2 for every fixed 
x E R A(- co, co) and is continuous in 2 on R for almost all (t, w) E R, @ 9 
(Krasnoselskii, 1964, Caratheodory condition, p. 20). 
For convenience we introduce the following notations: 
(4 x(t; w) 4x,(t) (iii) f(4 *, w) &it, 4 
(ii) h(t; W) &z,(t) and (iv) K(t, 7; w) eK,(t, T). 
For the proof of the almost sure L,(p 3 1) stability of the system S, we 
need the following preparation. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The system S is said to be almost surely L,(p > 1) 
stable if its solution x has the property that 
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whenever the stochastic free term h has the property that 
p iu E ii? : (j, 1 h(t; w),” dt)l” < CO/ = 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose there exist real numbers a > 1 and p, > 1, and 
essentially bounded P-measurable function N(w) on Q and a real-valued non- 
negative measurablefunction r(t; OJ) on R, @ 8 satisfying the followingproperties: 
(i) JR0 1 r(t; OJ)/“Z dt is an essentially bounded ,&measurable function on Q, 
and 
(ii) for almost all w E Q and for almost all t E R, 
If,(t, 41 < ‘(t; w> + I N(w)/ I x IQ for any x E R. 
Then for almost all w E B the random operator f. maps LJRJ into L,z(RJ 
and is continuous and bounded, wherep, = ap, . 
Proof. Since all the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 hold for almost all w E 9, 
there exists a set J& C Q so that &J\Q,J = 0 and that all the hypotheses of 
this lemma hold for every w E Q, . Thus for every w E Q,, , we proceed with 
the proof of the lemma as follows: 
For all w E Q, , the first and the third assertions of the lemma follows 
from the inequality 
< 1 j,, [ r(t; u)l’2 dt]1’2a + I N(w)1 1 j,, I 4tP dtja”’ (3.1) 
which implies that for all w E .Q,, , fw :LnI(R,,) +&(R,,) and is bounded. 
The first in turn implies continuity (Krasnoselskii, 1964, Theorem 2.1, p. 22) 
of the operator fw for every w E Q, . Therefore, for almost all w E Q the 
random operatorf, maps &JR,,) into &JR,J and is continuous and bounded. 
With the help of this lemma, we can prove the following result, but we need 
DEFINITION 3.2. An operator T mapping a Banach space B, into a 
Banach space B, is said to be completely continuous on D C B, if it is 
continuous on D and TD is a compact subset of B, whenever D is bounded. 
643/20/3-7 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let the kernel K,(t, T) 6 e such that for (l/&J + (l/qJ = 1, 
for almost all w E Q with 1 <p,<oo; 
and let fw satisfy all the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. Then the operator A, defined by 
MA(t) = Jot KAt> 4f&, 4-N d P maps Lr,(R,) into itself for almost all 
o ED and it is completely continuous on L,l(RO) for almost all w E Sz. In case 
p, = 1, the operator fw is assumed to satisfy the additional property that for 
every E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that SE 1 f,,(t, x(t))]?)2 dt < E for all 
x E D, and almost all w E Sz whenever the Lebesgue measure of the set E C R,, 
is less than 6, where D, is a bounded subset of Lpl(R,). 
Proof. Since all the hypotheses of this theorem hold for almost all w E ~2, 
there exists a common set Q, C Sz so that p(Q\sl,) = 0. Then, for every 
WEQl, all the hypotheses of this theorem including Lemma 3.1 hold. Thus 
for every fixed but arbitrary w E Q, , the proof follows from that given for 
the Proposition 1 (Ahmed, 1971). S ince the theorem is true for every w E 0, , 
it follows that the random operator A, is completely continuous on LD1(RO) 
almost surely. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Using Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1, we prove the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. Consider the system S and suppose that all the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.1 hold. Furthermore, for an arbitrary but fixed r E (0, CO) suppose 
that the ball S, = (x E Lpl(R,) : [JR0 j x(t)\“1 dt]l/pl < r} is given and that for 
almost all w E Sz the function a,(r) 4 ~up,,s,{~~~ 1 Awx(t)lP1 dt}ll*l is deJined. 
Suppose there exists an r * > 0 such that h,, defined by 
A,*0 sup [I X j : P [w : a,(r*) < -f&i = 11 
is greater than zero. Then for every 8 such that 0 < 8 < r* - &.*aJr*)p a.e. 
and for any stochastic free term h, E SBu a.e., where 5’s C Lsl(R,,), the system S 
has a solution x, E S,, for almost all w E Q. 
Proof. Since all the hypotheses of this theorem hold for almost all w E 12, 
we can find a common set an, C 52 so that &2\sZ,) = 0 and that for every 
w E Q2 all the hypotheses of this theorem including Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 
3.1 hold. Therefore for a positive number r* as defined in the hypotheses of 
the theorem, there exists an A,., > 0 so that for all w E $2, the random function 
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~JY*) satisfies the property that a,(~*) < (r*/&.*). Consequently for every 
h, E S, (for all w E Qa) with 0 < 0 < r* - &*a,(~*) (for all w E Qa), the 
operator BJ&, .) defined on L,l(Ro) by B,(h, , X) oh, + hA,x has the 
property that {JR, I Kh%, , 
Ihl <A 
x)Ipl dt)l/gl < r* for all x E S,, C&&J, any 
r* and all w E Qa . Thus, for all w E Qa , the operator B,(h, , .) maps 
the ball S,, CL,&,) into a subset of S,, for every h, E S, (for all w E Q,) 
and for any j h / < A,, . 
Since for every w E Qa the operator A, is completely continuous (Theo- 
rem 3.1) on&,(&,), it is clear that for every w E Qa , the operator B,(h, , *) is 
also completely continuous for every fixed h, belonging to the set Ss for all 
w E Q, . Thus by Schauder fixed point principle (Krasnoselskii and Rutickii, 
1961, pp. 209) th ere is at least one solution x, E S,, for every w E Qa . In 
other words, for almost all w E Q the system S has a solution x, E S,, . 
Thus, it follows from Definition 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 that the system S 
is almost surely&@ 3 1) stable. 
An Illustrative Example 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let us consider one-dimensional heat conduction in a 
semi-infinite medium governed by the Eqs. (2.10)-(2.12) (Example 2.1). 
As in Example 2.1, the solution of (2.10) satisfying the initial condition 
(2.11) and the boundary condition (2.12) is given by the expression (2.13). 
It is assumed in this example that the expression (2.12) satisfies the random 
Stefar-Boltzmann condition (Anselone, 1964, pp. 235-236), i.e., 
G&, 4 = Nqw4(t> - x”] (3.2) 
for almost all w E Q!, almost all t E R,, and any x E R, where 
(i) N is a given constant 
(ii) qJ,t) is the temperature of the surrounding medium and is assumed 
to be a measurable function on R. @ Q such that for every finite interval 
1 C R, , s, / qJt)jfll dt < 00 for almost all w E 1;2, where p, E (8, co). It is 
not difficult to verify that for almost all w E Sz the random operator A, 
defined by (A,x)(t) = $ G,,,(T, x(T))/(t - ,)lj2 dT maps Lal(I) (8 < p, < CXJ) 
into itself and is completely continuous on &(I) (Theorem 3.1). 
Suppose there exists an arbitrary but fixed Y E (0, co) such that 
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where for almost all w E 8 
with S, &X EL,~(I) : [Jr 1 x(t)l”l dt]ll”l < P < co> andL is as in Example 2.1, 
then by use of Theorem 3.2, Eq. (2.10) has a solution x,(0, t) E S, CL,JI) 
(8 < p, < 00) for almost all w E 9. Therefore, it is clear that the system 
under consideration also has a solution 
for each I E: [0, co) and for almost all w E 52. 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper we considered the questions of stability of systems described 
by stochastic nonlinear Volterra integral equations. Particularly the following 
types of stability were treated in great detail: 
(i) stability in the mean m(m > l), 
(ii) almost sureL,(p >, 1) stability. 
It is important to mention that a large class of stochastic ordinary differential 
equations and stochastic partial differential equations can be reduced to the 
stochastic integral equations considered in this paper. Furthermore, the 
results of this paper can be extended to multivariable systems without much 
difficulty. 
It is interesting to mention that L, (p >, 1) stability in the mean m(m >, 1) 
(pa, Table I); asymptotic stability in the mean m(m > 1); (~a, Table I); 
almost sure stability (CW, Table I) and almost sure asymptotic stability 
(yv, Table I) may also be of great practical interest. The questions of stability 
in probability (016, Table I); L,(p > 1) stability in probability @S, Table I) 
and asymptotic stability in probability (yS, Table I) may be of greater theoret- 
ical rather than practical interest. This is due to the fact that the later concepts 
of stochastic stability may not prove significant as a test of system behavior 
from practical point of view (Kozin, 1969, Example 2.1, pp. 42-43). These 
questions are not considered in this paper. However, the questions of asymp- 
totic stability in the mean m(m 3 1) and almost sure asymptotic stability 
have been reported in Ahmed and Teo (1971) and Teo (1971). It can be 
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shown that the concepts of almost sure L,(p > 1) stability and almost 
uniform L&J > 1) stability are equivalent. This is reported elsewhere. 
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